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Red deer males have loud vocal behaviour during the rut (mating
season), emitting roars, a strong component of the local soundscape1.

The roaring behaviour is directly related to the reproductive success of
males with a role in intrasexual competition and intersexual attraction1,2.

In nature there are many anthropogenic pressures capable of affecting
biodiversity such as changes in land use, overexploitation and pollution3.
One form of pollution is acoustic disturbance, with noise from
anthropogenic-related activities4.

Changes in temporal patterns,
spatial patterns, and behaviours
are common impacts of noise in
wildlife5. Communication masking
is also a problem, mainly negative
for species whose fitness depends
on their communication, like red
deer6.

Roaring does not occur uniformly throughout the area. There is a
spatial avoidance of noisy areas with anthropogenic disturbances,
with males choosing to vocalise away from the main noise sources.

The higher levels of anthrophony are registered near the wind
turbines located in the mountain.

Anthropogenic disturbance is higher on weekends, when
ecotourism and recreational activities occur more frequently.

Methodology

Anthropogenic acoustic pressures affect the roaring behaviour 
essential for the red deer mating season. So, future conservation and 

management strategies must include the perception of the 
soundscape and the preservation of wildlife acoustic behaviours.
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